
1 The First “Medieval” Advocates

On June 20, 751, themayor of the palace and future FrankishKing Pippin
III presided over the resolution of a dispute between two religious com-
munities. The original parchment charter preserving the settlement
reports that Abbot Fulrad of St. Denis came before Pippin at a palace
near Reims to bring suit against a man named Legitemus, the advocate
(advocatus) of Abbess Ragana of Sept-Meules. Fulrad claimed that
Ragana and her convent’s agents unjustly held properties that rightfully
belonged to St. Denis, and the abbot presented Pippin with a document
confirming the properties had previously been given to hismonastery. But
Legitemus had also brought a document with him to court; his stated that
the property had previously been granted to the convent of Sept-Meules.
Pippin inquired about the veracity of the competing claims, and when
pressed, Legitemus conceded that he had nothing that could disprove the
truth of Fulrad’s document. The mayor of the palace and the members of
his court then found in favor of St. Denis. They decreed that Fulrad and
his successors should hold the properties by unchallengeable right against
Abbess Ragana and the convent’s agents, against Legitemus and against
all their successors.1

When we set aside all the documents that modern scholars have iden-
tified as forgeries, and then go one step further and also set aside seem-
ingly authentic documents that only survive in later copies, leaving us to
rely on the small corpus of original documents that historians accept as
genuine, then Legitemus is the first post-Roman advocatus we know by
name. There are a few texts, mostly ninth-century narrative sources and
copies of documents preserved in later cartularies, that allow us to identify

1 DD Arnulf., 48–50, no. 22; Sonzogni, Actes, 135–36, no. 86; Chartae Latinae Antiquiores,
15:12–13, no. 597. See also Peters, Entwicklung, 41, 146–47; Stoclet, “Evindicatio,” 126.
Because the language of dispute settlement documents of this sort (placita) is formulaic,
the repeated appearances of certain words in these documents are important for my
argument. I translate the verb interpellare here and elsewhere as “to bring suit against”;
in presente adistabat as “present at court”; agentes as “agents”; and habiat evindicatas adque
elidiatas as “should hold by unchallengeable right.” For this last translation, I follow
Fouracre, “Placita,” 29, 245.
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with at least some confidence a small number of people labeled advocates
during the first half of the eighth century.2 But this source material is
meager at best, and it permits few if any firm conclusions about the
development of the role of the advocatus after the collapse of Roman
imperial authority in Western Europe. With Legitemus, the advocate
seems to appear almost Athena-like on the scene, bursting forth fully
formed from some unseen head, requiring no introduction to his con-
temporaries.Whowas Legitemus?Unfortunately, his biography is impos-
sible to reconstruct. No other sources for him survive, leaving us entirely
dependent onwhat this one document reveals.3 Themost that can be said
is that, as advocatus for Abbess Ragana, he was present at Pippin’s court to
respond to the legal suit initiated by Abbot Fulrad, offered evidence in
support of the abbess’s property claims, and after losing the case was
included in the list of people against whom the decision had been made.

As to the questions of whether this was a common role for Legitemus to
play or a singular act; whether he had other responsibilities at Sept-
Meules or elsewhere; or whether there was more to his position of advo-
cate than what this text describes – none of this can be known. Despite
these difficulties, I begin with Legitemus, because we must focus on the
people who are explicitly labeled advocates in our sources if we are to
understand advocacy’s central role in the long European history of cor-
rupt practices of protection and justice.

Rewriting the Early History of Church Advocates

Standard accounts of church advocacy do not start with (or even mention)
Legitemus.Most prefer to open the story by looking back to the fifth-century
Roman empire, when both church councils and Roman law addressed the
problem of ecclesiastics becoming distracted by secular affairs by insisting
that they be represented by advocates or defenders.4 From there, it is
a relatively short leap to the appearance of the term advocatus at a church

2 See the section “Advocates at Work” in this chapter. My methodology throughout this
book is to rely on evidence from original documents whenever possible. I use later copies
of documents when the general scholarly consensus is that they are authentic. The reason
for this cautious approach, as I will discuss in later chapters, is that forgeries are
a significant issue in the history of advocates. Monks and nuns – and by the fourteenth
century, nobles as well – routinely forged and manipulated documents in their efforts to
alter advocatial rights.

3 This is his only appearance in Hennebicque-Le Jan, “Prosopographica,” 258, no. 200.
This is also the only entry for a “Legitemus” in the “Nomen et Gens” database.

4 See the Introduction for more on this point. Works that begin the history of church
advocacy with its Roman roots include Brunner, Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, 2:302–11;
Senn, L’Institution, 3–4; Starflinger, Entwickelung, 7–8; Waas, Vogtei, 1:27–28; Naz,
“Avouerie, Avoué”; Schmidt, “Vogt, Vogtei,” 1811; Willoweit, “Vogt, Vogtei,” 933;
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council held between 673 and 675 at Saint-Jean-de-Losne in Burgundy; in
the presence of the Merovingian Frankish King Childeric II, the council
decreed “That no bishop should conduct lawsuits except through an advo-
cate (per advocatum), lest he be seen to growangrywhile he labors to attend to
the commotions of lawsuits.”5 Although this would suggest that there must
have been many Frankish advocates before Legitemus, no one appears with
the label advocatus in other surviving sources from sixth- and seventh-century
Francia.Whether this church council reflected or shaped legal practice under
theMerovingian rulers is therefore unclear.More generally, the scant surviv-
ing evidence does not point to the institutional framework of Late Antique
Roman advocacy persisting after 500 CE north of the Alps.6 To be sure,
ancient Roman legal traditions unquestionably influenced the later position
of the advocate – not, however, in the ways that most historians have
assumed.

Because there are so few sources for advocates before the mid-eighth
century, many scholars argue that Charlemagne (768–814) was the first
to establish church advocacy as a stable institution, through his efforts to
implement wide-ranging judicial and administrative reforms across his
empire.7 In making this claim, historians rely less on the sources for
individual advocates’ activities during his reign than on the many capi-
tularies (royal legislation) Charlemagne issued that reference advocates.8

One, from around 789, is the earliest capitulary for the Frankish lands as
a whole to mention advocates, listing them alongside a range of other

Clauss, Untervogtei, 1–2. Other scholars have linked the origins of the Carolingian advo-
cate more directly to ecclesiastical immunity; for this argument, see Chapter 2. I know of
no evidence to support the argument that advocacy also had its roots in Germanic
traditions of Schutzherrschaft or Muntherrschaft: cf. Störmer, Früher Adel, 2:424–25;
Willoweit, “Römische,” 21. Also unconvincing is Pitz, Verfassungslehre, 441.

5 Concilia Galliae, 314–17; here, 315, chap. 3. See also Wood, Merovingian Kingdoms,
224–29.

6 Willoweit, “Römische,” 31–32. He and others cite Marculf’s Formulary – which has been
dated to the late seventh century – as additional early evidence because one entry includes the
word advocatus:Marculfi Formulae, 66, chap. 36. However, the earliest manuscripts with this
text date from the Carolingian period – after the legal role of the advocatus had becomemore
commonplace. For the difficulties of relying on this formulary, see Rio, Legal Practice, 59;
Brown, “Laypeople,” 128–33; West, “Significance,” 188. Even the canons of the council at
Saint-Jean-de-Losne only survive in one ninth-century manuscript, and there is little indica-
tion that the council was important for the subsequent history of canon law.

7 Mayer, Fürsten, 4; Ganshof, Frankish Institutions, 48–49; Willoweit, “Vogt, Vogtei,” 933.
Cf. Dopsch, “Grundherrlichkeit,” 19–20. For a more cautious assessment of arguments
about the innovative nature of Charlemagne’s administration, see Costambeys, Innes and
MacLean, Carolingian World, 191.

8 Older scholarship that relies almost entirely on the capitulary evidence to make institu-
tional arguments about advocates includes Waitz, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte, 4:392–
400; Senn, L’Institution, 11–84; Ganshof, Frankish Institutions, 48–50. For more recent
perspectives on the use (and misuse) of capitulary evidence, see McKitterick,
Charlemagne, 233–37; Costambeys, Innes and MacLean, Carolingian World, 182–89.
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categories of people expected to appear at judicial assemblies.9 According to
the general capitulary of 802, “bishops, abbots and abbesses should have
advocates,” and advocates are included among those who should “know the
law and love justice” and benefit theChurch.10 Another capitulary from809
explains that advocates, judges and other judicial figures are to be “of a very
good sort . . . [who] fear God, and they should be appointed to exercise their
ministries.”11 This and comparable language has ledmany scholars to argue
that the position of advocate was, by the early ninth century, a public office
in the newly developing Carolingian administration.12

While Charlemagne’s capitularies are central to arguments about early
advocates, the clearest description of the role dates from a few years after
his death. One of the canons issued by a papal synod in Rome in 826,
entitled “That bishops and all priests should have advocates,” decrees:

Because bishops and all priests are placed in office for the sole purpose of praising
God and his good works, each of them therefore should have an advocate, both for
ecclesiastical lawsuits and for their own, excepting of course public crime – an
advocate not suspected of a bad reputation but found to be of good opinion and
praiseworthy skill – lest, while they are attending to human profits, they lose their
eternal rewards.13

Lucid and concise, the language of this canon strongly suggests that the
origins of church advocacy are to be found in prohibitions against eccle-
siastics representing themselves before secular courts.14 The advocate of
the Carolingian period thus looks to have had a similar role to that of the
ancient Roman advocate – or the modern lawyer or barrister.15

9 Capit. 1:67, no. 25, chap. 4. I follow Davis, Practice, 288 for the date. There is no
reference to advocates in the 789 Admonitio generalis, and the early capitularies for
Saxony are also silent on the subject.

10 Capit. 1:93, no. 33, chap. 13: “Ut episcopi, abbates adque abbatissae advocatos . . . legem
scientes et iustitiam diligentes . . . habeant.” This is one of the most oft-cited capitularies
about advocates: Mayer, Fürsten, 4; West, “Significance,” 187; Willoweit, “Römische,”
33–34. For a reassessment of this capitulary: Davis, Practice, 132, 352–54.

11 Capit. 1:149, no. 61, chap. 11: “ad sua ministeria exercenda.”
12 See, for example, Senn, L’Institution, 1; Mayer, Fürsten, 4; Ganshof, Frankish Institutions,

48–49. For the language of “ministry,” see Esders, “Amt und Bann,” 263; Davis,
Practice, 118–27; Sassier, Royauté, 143–47; West, “Significance,” 206; Zotz, “Amt und
Würden,” 12–14; Störmer, Früher Adel, 2:426. See alsoMediae Latinitatis LexiconMinus,
895, which translatesministerium as “public office,” citing this capitulary. For my uneasi-
ness with this translation, see p. 40.

13 Conc. 2.2:575, no. 46, chap. 19. The next canon of the council’s proceedings continues
on this theme: “Concerning those who are unable to find advocates” (575–76, chap. 20).
See also Conc. 2.1:264, no. 36, chap. 12.

14 For modern definitions of the advocatus influenced by this language, see Brown, Unjust
Seizure, 75, n. 6; Clauss, Untervogtei, 2.

15 Brundage, Medieval Origins, 62 (though he notes that not all early advocates can be
characterized in this way).
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Capitularies, canons of church councils and other prescriptive texts tell
only part of the story, however. They are statements of top-down ideals
rather than descriptions of practice and local conditions. This is not to
diminish the significance of these sources for the perspectives they pro-
vide on advocates. Nevertheless, it is problematic to rely on them as
heavily as much older scholarship has. Because these sources have been
the foundation for the modern study of advocacy since the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, the standard account of the Frankish
advocatus is one that rarely – if ever – mentions any advocates by
name.16 This historiographical tradition stands in sharp contrast to
much of the scholarship on the period 1000 to 1250, where advocacy is
frequently discussed in the context of individual advocates, their familial
connections and their local authority.17 Most work on advocates thus
leaves the impression that Carolingian advocacy was an impersonal,
quasi-bureaucratic legal institution that had nothing in common with
the more intimate, individualized, “lordly” advocacy of later centuries.
But this impression is false.

We need only take a closer look at Pippin III’s 751 charter to see that
the decrees of prescriptive texts do not always reflect legal and social
practices on the ground. While this document unquestionably describes
Legitemus acting as Abbess Ragana’s legal representative in a property
dispute, it also describes the winner of the suit, Abbot Fulrad of
St. Denis, representing himself. Fulrad had almost certainly been cho-
sen as abbot by Pippin himself because of his early support for the mayor
of the palace, and he was a much more prominent figure in Frankish
court politics during the early 750s than the otherwise unknown Ragana
and Legitemus.18 As a result, the abbot’s personal presence seems to
have mattered more for the outcome of this case than the abbess’s
conformity to good legal form by using an advocate. In other words,
once we introduce people into the equation, capitularies and the canons
of church councils start to lose some of their seemingly authoritative
status.

16 See, for example, Senn, L’Institution; Waas, Vogtei; Mayer, Fürsten. While more recent
scholarship is better in this regard, attempts to reconstruct the biographies of individual
advocates remain rare. One of the few exceptions is Dohrmann, Vögte.

17 See especially Chapters 5 and 6.
18 Fulrad would serve as court chaplain for more than thirty years under Pippin and his sons

Carloman and Charlemagne: Semmler, “Verdient”; Semmler, “Saint-Denis,” 94–97;
Stoclet, “Fulrad”; Peters, Entwicklung, 46–63. In contrast, nothing is known about the
Amalbert who is identified as abbot of St. Denis in 748: Semmler, “Saint-Denis,” 93–94.
Nor do we know anything about the abbess Ragana of Sept-Meules named in the 751
document; no other source provides any information about the convent of Sept-Meules,
which would be destroyed by Vikings: Verdon, “Recherches,” 57.
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Other types of sources, too, hint at the gap between prescriptive texts
and local practices. According to a miracle story told by the monk
Adrevald of Fleury (Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire) around 870, a dispute
arose in the 830s between Fleury’s advocatus Eptagius and the advocate
of another (unnamed) monastery over a large number of dependents.19

The advocate of the other monastery went to the local royal agent and
“corrupting him with money, bent him from the law of equity.”20 On
the day when the lawsuit was to be decided by this royal agent, the abbot
of Fleury sent two monks to him, along with two heavy silver vessels as
“gifts” (dona). But because the royal agent had already been corrupted by
the other advocate’s bribe, he spurned themonks of Fleury and told them
to go back to their monastery, because none of the dependents would be
given to them. Immediately thereafter, however, he was tossed from his
horse and badly injured; three days later, he died. Adrevald ends the story
by noting, “Then, the advocate of Fleury . . . brought the suit to the
judges, and after receiving the dependents by their legal judgment, he
returned home.”21 Regardless of whether or not bribing royal agents was
a normal part of the job for Carolingian advocates, this story demon-
strates the dangers of assuming that justice functioned according to
a formal, institutional framework in eighth- or ninth-century Francia.22

If we focus on what advocates did, not what they were supposed to do,
they begin to look less like bureaucratic officeholders and more like
wrestlers over local resources.

Advocates at Work

The 751 charter that names Legitemus was preserved in the archive of the
religious community of St. Denis, one of the most important repositories
of early Frankish documents in Western Europe.23 Because of this mon-
astery’s close ties to the Frankish rulers from the seventh century onward,
many extant records for judicial proceedings at theMerovingian and early

19 Miracula Sancti Benedicti, 152–55, I.24. For this source, see Vidier, L’Historiographie,
151–64. For this miracle, see Depreux, “Ausprägungen,” 362–63; Nelson, “Dispute
Settlement,” 45. For other references to advocates at Fleury in this period: Prou and
Vidier, eds., Recueil, 78–79, no. 28 and 83–85, no. 30.

20 Miracula Sancti Benedicti, 152, I.24. “datoque munere corrumpens, ab aequitatis jure
deflexit.”

21 Ibid., 154, I.24. Other stories told by Adrevald also mentions advocates: ibid., 154–55,
I.25 and 184–85, I.38. See also Head, Hagiography, 138–52.

22 Fouracre, “Carolingian Justice,” esp. 800; Esders, “Amt und Bann,” 296–97. For
a Carolingian-era story of someone trying to bribe an advocate, see Ratpert, Casus,
156, chap. 2.

23 For the significance of the St. Denis archive, see Fouracre, “Placita”; Ganz and Goffart,
“Charters”; Brühl, Studien, 137–201.
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Carolingian courts survive in the rich corpus of texts that was housed
there. Unsurprisingly, therefore, two additional early pieces of evidence
for the term advocatus can also be found in this collection. The first is
a document from 748, which scholars judge to be authentic, though the
earliest surviving copy is from the thirteenth century. According to it,
Pippin III was hearing cases when a woman named Christiana brought
suit against “a certain man by the name of Hrodgarius, advocate of
St. Denis, and against Abbot Amalbert,” claiming that St. Denis unjustly
held an estate in a certain village.24 The second charter, this one an
original, is from 759, when Pippin was ruling Francia as king. It reports
that two advocates of St. Denis, named Aderulfus and Rodegarius, came
before Pippin and brought suit against a count over who had the right to
collect a toll in Paris.25

These three documents involving Pippin and St. Denis offer the best
entry point to the history of the term advocatus in the Frankish world
because no comparable cluster of evidence from previous decades
survives.26 Given that the reference to an advocate in the 748 text is the
first appearance of an advocate anywhere in the extant corpus of authentic
texts from St. Denis – which includes documents from the preceding
century – comparable sources from earlier years may never have existed at
thismonastery.27 Thus, the early Carolingian court is most likely to be the
place where the position of advocate first gained a foothold in Europe.28

Considering this, it is worth noting that the St. Denis advocate
“Hrodgarius” of the 748 text may well be the same person as the advocate
“Rodegarius” of the 759 document, and this may also be the same person
as the “Rotgarius” who appears as one of Pippin’s faithful followers
(fideles) in a dispute settlement from 752 concerning St. Denis
property.29 If these are all the same person, then the first known advocate

24 DD Arnulf., 41–42, no. 18; Sonzogni, Actes, 130–31, no. 83.
25 DDKarol. I, 17–18, no. 12; Sonzogni,Actes, 153–55, no. 98;Chartae Latinae Antiquiores,

26–29, no. 600.
26 To this cluster of evidence fromPippin III’s reign can also be addedConc. 2.1:62, no. 11,

a document from the year 757 for the monastery of Gorze (but preserved in a twelfth-
century cartulary). The list of subscribers includes a “Rothingo advocato.”

27 Peters,Entwicklung, 144. The only twoMerovingian royal charters to reference advocates
are both known to be later forgeries: DDMerov., 1:158–62, no. 64 and 1:173–77, no. 69.

28 I am confident that this statement holds for Europe north of the Alps. The use of the term
advocatus in Italy is a complicated issue, which I will discuss in Chapters 2–4. In general,
however, the term defensor, not advocatus, was used in early medieval Italy for those who
oversaw churches’ legal rights at the local level: Noble, Republic, 217, 222; Fischer,
“Entwicklung.” I have not found evidence in theCodice diplomatico Longobardo to suggest
that advocates were common in the Lombard kingdom prior to Charlemagne’s conquest;
on this point, see also Albertoni, “Evangelium,” 329.

29 DD Karol. I, 3–4, no. 1.
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for St. Denis was someone with a close relationship to the first
Carolingian king.30

Two other references to named advocates in the first half of the eighth
centurywould seem to support this argument for the centrality of the early
Carolingian court to the history of advocacy. Both concern Pippin’s
father, Charles Martel. The Chronicle of the Abbots of Fontenelle
(St. Wandrille) reports that in 723, “Abbot Benignus obtained
a judgment in his favor against Count Bertharius concerning an
estate . . . before the mayor of the palace Charles, with his advocate
Rotbert mediating.”31 Three years later, in 726, Charles Martel issued
a privilege recording his gift of an estate to Willibrord – abbot of
Echternach, missionary bishop to Frisia and future saint – for the church
in Utrecht. The men who gave their mark to confirm the gift included
Erkanfridus, “who was the bishop’s advocate and received this document
in his own hand with his lord.”32 Both of these texts are problematic; the
Chronicle of the Abbots of Fontenelle was written in the ninth century, and
the 726 charter only survives in manuscripts copied in later centuries. As
a result, the fact that the word advocatus appears in these two sources may
be attributable to scribal interventions made later on, during periods
when advocacy was more commonplace.33 However, if we choose to
accept this evidence as reliable, then the courts of the father–son
Carolingian mayors of the palace, Charles Martel and Pippin III, emerge
as the focal point of the early history of church advocates.

This is plausible, given the accepted narrative of the rise of the
Carolingians. Both Charles Martel and Pippin III pursued strategies
designed to bring bishoprics and monasteries – and their ecclesiastical
properties – under their influence. This proved to be an effective way for
them to strengthen their own positions while simultaneously weakening
support for the Merovingian rulers.34 That St. Denis plays a prominent

30 Hennebicque-Le Jan, “Prosopographica,” 255, no. 172, where all three are identified as
the same person.

31 Pradié, ed., Chronique, 54, III.5.
32 DD Arnulf., 30–32, no. 13: “qui advocatus fuit episcopi et hanc traditionem manu

propria cum domno suo recepit.”
33 The Chronicle of the Abbots of Fontenelle is usually dated to the mid-ninth century, but

many scholars regard it as a reliable source for earlier years because its author used now-
lost archival material: Fouracre, Charles Martel, 141; Wood, Merovingian Kingdoms, 214
and 277–78. The earliest surviving copies of the 726 charter are in eleventh- and twelfth-
century cartularies. Interestingly, this Erkanfridus is identified as a count in two of the
surviving copies of the text, which suggests hemay have been of high status; see alsoWest,
“Significance,” 188, n. 9; Ebling, Prosopographie, 136–37, no. 155.

34 Nelson, “Kingship,” 388–90; Costambeys, Innes and MacLean, Carolingian World, 39;
Fouracre, Charles Martel, 121–54; Reuter, “Kirchenreform,” 43–51; Dierkens,
“Carolus,” 291–93.
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role in this early cluster of evidence for advocates is especially significant,
because Pippin’s control of this monastery proved important during his
coup d’état against the last Merovingian king in 751.35 Viewed from this
perspective, it is the property disputes at the heart of the 748, 751 and 759
documents, not theological and legal concerns about ecclesiastics attend-
ing secular courts, that become the key to understanding the earliest
references to named advocates.

Here, it is worth recalling that Pippin’s 751 charter decrees that
St. Denis should hold the disputed properties by unchallengeable right
against not only Abbess Ragana but also Legitemus. In similar fashion, his
748 document, after finding against the woman who brought the suit,
states that the St. Denis advocate “Hrodgarius should hold the [disputed]
estate . . . for all time by unchallengeable right . . . against Christiana on
behalf of St. Denis.”36 Both texts suggest that these advocates were not
simply ad hoc legal representatives at court; they also had ties to the
properties in these lawsuits. The first church advocates thus step out
from the shadows as people who were personally invested in the competi-
tion over property rights at the local level. Given the enormous amount of
property held by many ecclesiastical communities throughout the period
from 750 to 1800, this early connection between advocates and religious
houses’ property regimes is essential for understanding advocacy’s exist-
ence across a millennium of European history.37

The privilege issued by King Pippin in 759 also situates early advocates
within the context of local ecclesiastical rights – but in ways that hint at
more complex roles. The two men who are identified as the advocates of
St. Denis in this text, Aderulfus and Rodegarius, are initially labeled as
“agents” (agentes) of St. Denis when they are described as coming before
King Pippin to bring suit against the count. According to the document,
Aderulfus and Rodegarius claimed that the disputed toll in Paris had
always been collected by agents of St. Denis, but the count replied that
his predecessors had always possessed this toll. The two men then pre-
sented a Merovingian royal privilege that confirmed the monastery’s
possession of the toll. Still, the count refused to relent. The hearing was
therefore adjourned until a few days later, when the aforesaid “envoys and
advocates (missi et advocati) of St. Denis, Aderulfus and Rodegarius,”

35 Charles Martel had already established close ties to St. Denis when consolidating his
authority in the area around Paris. He defended its property rights, chose to be buried
there and had his son Pippin raised there: Semmler, “Saint-Denis,” 93; Peters,
Entwicklung, 46; Stoclet, “Evindicatio,” 132–34.

36 DD Arnulf., 41–42, no. 18.
37 For the extensive landholdings of ecclesiastical institutions in this period, see Morris,

“Problems”; Herlihy, “Church Property”; De Jong, “Carolingian Monasticism.”
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came before the king and presented witnesses, who confirmed that the toll
belonged to St. Denis. At this point, members of Pippin’s court found in
favor of St. Denis and its advocates (advocati).38

All of this suggests that the term advocatuswas related to other labels for
local actors involved in competitions and disputes over property rights.
Unlike advocatus, however, the two terms agentes and missi both appear
regularly in Frankish documents from before 748. In a privilege issued in
the name of King Chlothar III (657–673), for example, agents from
St. Denis came to the royal court and alleged that a bishop held properties
that rightfully belonged to the monastery.39 An original charter from the
reign of King Childebert III (695–711) describes how the abbot of
another monastery went to court to complain that Drogo – the son of
the mayor of the palace, Pippin II – had seized a property belonging to
that monastery. It reports that “the agents for the aforesaid Drogo had
wrongfully taken control [of the property] away from [the abbot] and his
monastery, and after that, they had devastated it and despoiled it of its
dependents, money and many other advantages.” Later, when describing
the restitution Drogo was required to pay, the document states that
Drogo ought to restore the property’s “fruits, that is the vines, grain and
profits, which his envoys had damaged there.”40 Here, agentes and missi
are synonymous, as in Pippin III’s 759 charter. This raises the possibility
that the St. Denis advocates Aderulfus and Rodegarius were also the
agents responsible for collecting the disputed toll mentioned in the docu-
ment. If so, some of the first named advocates were already connected to
churches’ local rights and economic interests in ways that would persist in
many places into the eighteenth century.41

In light of this evidence, it is clear that St. Paul’s concerns about God’s
soldiers becoming involved in secular affairs, and Late Antique decrees

38 DD Karol. I, 17–18, no. 12. For the context of this dispute: Fouracre, Charles Martel,
163–65.

39 DDMerov., 1:243–46, no. 95. See also 1:200–02, no. 79; 1:239–41, no. 93; and 1:391–
93, no. 157. For another similar term, actores, see 1:227–29, no. 88. See also Fouracre,
“Placita.”

40 DD Merov., 1:374–76, no. 149. See also 1:346–48, no. 137 (translated in Fouracre,
“Placita,” 27). See also Semmler, “Saint-Denis,” 119; Fouracre, Charles Martel, 50;
Wood, Merovingian Kingdoms, 262–63. Also interesting in this context is an episcopal
charter from 693: Weidemann,Geschichte, 2:220–21, no. 12. The chronicler Flodoard of
Reims (d. 966), in various stories he tells about the seventh century, refers to the bishops
of Reims as having agentes and actores: Flodoard of Reims, Historia, 154–55, II.10
(agentes) and 145, II.5 and 169, II.17 (actores). He first mentions advocates under
Bishop Wulfar (803–816): 172, II.18.

41 While other scholars have also drawn the connection between advocatus and these other
terms (West, “Significance,” 188;Willoweit, “Vogt, Vogtei,” 933), it is important to note
that advocatus seems to replace the other ones – at least in the context of churches’ legal
disputes about property – during the early decades of the ninth century.
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that ecclesiastics avoid secular courts, cannot fully explain the activities of
these earliest church advocates. Factors more firmly rooted in local
practices of authority in the early Carolingian empire also played impor-
tant roles in these activities.

These practical dimensions of the advocatial position are even more
pronounced in one of the first of Charlemagne’s charters to reference an
advocate. In 781, “the advocate of St. Denis and Abbot Fulrad, named
Ado,” attended a judicial assembly (mallus publicus), presided over by
a count, in order to bring suit against several people whom he claimed
were in possession of a piece of property that rightfully belonged to
St. Denis. After winning the suit and receiving a document from the
count confirming that St. Denis held the property by unchallengeable
right, the advocate Ado traveled to Charlemagne’s court, where the count
confirmed his decision in the king’s presence.42 Charlemagne then
ordered that “the advocate of St. Denis should hold by unchallengeable
right for all time [the disputed property] on behalf of St. Denis against the
aforesaid men.”

Two points are worth emphasizing about this charter, one specific and
one general. By 781, Fulrad of St. Denis had been active in Carolingian
politics for more than thirty years. The aged abbot, who had represented
himself in multiple lawsuits involving St. Denis property in earlier years,
may no longer have been healthy enough to attend both a comital court
and Charlemagne’s court over a single property dispute.43 If this is the
case, then the advocate Ado was a proxy for an ecclesiastic who was
unable for physical reasons (not religious ones) to manage a lawsuit
himself. Fulrad chose to use an advocate who presumably had more
time and energy to pursue the suit vigorously –Ado’s incentive apparently
being that, if he won the case, he would be the one to hold the disputed
property on behalf of St. Denis.44

The specific details of this case point to a general trend as well. The
reference to a count’s judicial assembly in the charter calls attention to the

42 Charlemagne then issued the document that preserves all of these details (though it only
survives in a later copy): DD Karol. I, 188–89, no. 138.

43 Stoclet, “Evindicatio,” 127–28.
44 Two of Charlemagne’s charters from the year 775 are additional evidence along these

lines. In the first, Abbot Fulrad of St. Denis and the bishop of Paris went to the royal court
because of a dispute, but there is nomention of advocates: DDKarol. I, 146–47, no. 102.
In the second, the monastery of Honau’s advocate and two advocates of the monastery of
Corbie came before Charlemagne to settle a property dispute: DD Karol. I, 155–56,
no. 110. It is unclear why the churchmen used advocates in the second case but not the
first. For more on the first charter: Fouracre, “Carolingian Justice,” 793–94; Davis,
“Settlement,” 163–64. At the end of the second charter, Charlemagne sides with
Honau “contra supradictum Agiserium et Aldradum [the two advocates of Corbie] eorumque
heredes.” See Levillain, Examen, 84, for an interpretation of this clause.
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increasing significance of judicial assemblies at the regional level in the
late eighth century.45 AsCharlemagne expanded the administrative reach
of his rule throughout his territories, these comital courts – as well as
courts presided over by his itinerant representatives (often a count and
a bishop) – became key sites for handling property disputes and other
lawsuits. Sources from this period and the early ninth century routinely
describe advocates as being present at these assemblies across the
Carolingian empire.46 One reason for advocates’ active roles at these
court gatherings must be that an abbot, abbess or bishop could not
possibly have attended every regional judicial assembly where their
church held estates while also fulfilling themyriad of other responsibilities
that camewith their role. As a result, some of the people who were already
responsible for local oversight of church properties, agentes and missi,
were given a new label – advocatus – to designate them as the legal proxy
at court and the principal preserver of property rights at the local level.

By conceiving of advocates in these practical terms, the capitulary
evidence that has for so long been the centerpiece of the histories of
Frankish advocates can be read in a different light. For example, one of
Charlemagne’s earliest capitularies for Italy from the early-to-mid-780s,
following his successful conquest of the Lombard kingdom, includes the
chapter: “Wherever a bishop has property, he should have an advocate in
that county, who should give and receive justice without delay.”47 Three
decades later, a capitulary issued at Aachen at the close of Charlemagne’s
reign begins by stating “that bishops and abbots should have advocates,
and they [the advocates] should have their own property in that
county.”48 The emphasis in both of these prescriptive texts is on the

45 For the different types of judicial authority in this period, see Davis, Practice, 50–51. The
increasing number of references to the regional mallus publicus corresponds to a decline,
starting in the same period, in the number of dispute settlement documents (placita)
issued in the name of the Carolingian rulers at their courts: Kölzer,Kaiser Ludwig, 26–27;
Dickau, “Studien,” 12–14; Stieldorf, “Verschwinden,” 1–4.

46 The rich archive of the bishopric of Lucca in northern Italy preserves a document that
mentions an advocatus appearing in 785 at an assembly presided over by a duke: I placiti,
14–18, no. 6. This text includes (admittedly formulaic) dialogue between the disputants,
a characteristic much more typical of Italian documents than those from north of the
Alps. Other evidence from before 800 for advocates being involved in ecclesiastics’ legal
disputes includes Poupardin, ed., Recueil, 35–36, no. 22. and Conc. 2.1:167, chap. 8.

47 Capit. 1:192, no. 91, chap. 6: “ubicumque pontifex substantiam habuerit, advocatum
[h]abeat in ipsu comitatu, qui absque tarditate iustitias faciat et suscipiat.” These early
Italian capitularies frequently prefigured later capitularies intended for the Frankish
empire more broadly: Davis, Practice, 281. For the dating of the early capitularies, see
ibid., 288. See also: McKitterick, “Charlemagne’s Missi,” 256.

48 Capit. 1:172, no. 77, chap. 14. See also Davis, Practice, 53; Fouracre, “Carolingian
Justice,” 792.
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advocate as an agent who was readily available to oversee a church’s local
legal interests.49

Significantly, these local agents came to represent not just ecclesiastics
but also laywomen, counts and even kings during the late eighth and ninth
centuries.50 An early capitulary for Italy, probably issued in 781, includes
the statement: “the count, or his advocate, should be able to confirm
through an oath that he will not be negligent in the conduct of justice.”51

This decree finds confirmation in a small number of charters where
counts are represented by advocates in disputes.52 Another Italian capit-
ulary, this one from the early ninth century, reads, “Our vassals in our
ministries should have respect and full justice, as is fitting, and if they are
unable to be present, they should have their advocates, who should be
able to defend their properties before the count and render justice,
whatever the complaint against them.”53 And according to a text from
863 concerning a dispute over a monastery between a West Frankish
bishop and King Charles the Bald (d. 877), “The bishop’s advocate,
Haldricus, brought suit [at the king’s court] against the king’s advocate,
Wido.”54 All of this is additional evidence that religious prohibitions
against ecclesiastics attending secular courts were not the principal reason
why advocates began to appear in greater numbers over the course of the
Carolingian period. Prominent landholders, both religious and secular,
needed someone who was familiar with and able to defend their legal
rights at the local level, since they could not be everywhere at once.

49 The necessity of a readily available advocate to attend judicial assemblies may be the
reason why an 825 capitulary allows bishops, abbots and abbesses to have two advocates,
who were freed from military service as long as they held their advocatio (Capit. 1:326,
no. 163, chap. 4).

50 For laywomen, who sometimes have advocates when granting property, see for example
UB St. Gall, 1:257–58, no. 273; 1:293–94, no. 317; and 1:354–55, no. 380; Tr. Freising,
1:412, no. 481 and 1:439, no. 515. See also West, “Significance,” 187, n. 2.

51 Capit. 1:190, no. 90, chap. 3. For this capitulary, see Davis, Practice, 281–82.
52 See, for example Prou and Vidier, eds., Recueil, 28–30, nos. 12–13. In 822, Emperor

Louis the Pious decreed that the losing side in a case was to return the disputed properties
“to Count Matfrid or his advocate (vel eius advocato)”: Formulae Imperiales, 321–22,
no. 46. This Matfrid was acting as abbot for St. Lifard (Meung-sur-Loire) at the time,
and the advocate is also identified in the text as themonastery’s advocatus, suggesting that
a count, in his capacity as lay abbot, might employ an advocate. See also Felten,
Äbte, 287.

53 Capit. 1:210, no. 102, chap. 10. For advocates in the capitularies for Italy, see also
Albertoni, “Evangelium.”

54 Tessier, ed., Recueil, 2:81–86, no. 258. An advocatus for the monastery of St. Denis
appeared at Charles the Bald’s court in 868 when bringing suit; in that year, Charles the
Bald was lay abbot for St. Denis and held the monastery under his direct control: ibid.,
2:192–96, no. 314. See also Nelson,Charles the Bald, 214; Peters, Entwicklung, 195–201.
In a charter of Emperor Louis II concerning ownership of the wife of one of Louis’s servi,
“our vassus Roteri was advocate on our behalf”: DD Lu II, 71–72, no. 3.
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None of this means that we should simply ignore ecclesiastical decrees
about advocates representing religious at secular courts. There was
unquestionably a tradition in the Church, dating back to the fifth
century, that insisted clerics should not represent themselves in secular
lawsuits.55 Into the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, some monastic
authors would continue to argue that advocates had come into existence
to handle legal matters that ecclesiastics should avoid. Moreover,
throughout much of the period from the eighth to at least the fourteenth
century, the volume of sources for church advocates far exceeds the
evidence for secular advocates of any sort, a clear indication that the
advocatus was most prevalent within the ecclesiastical context.56

Nevertheless, arguments about the religious necessity of church advo-
cates cannot, by themselves, explain the origins of advocacy. Neither
Charlemagne nor other Frankish rulers prevented high ecclesiastics
from attending secular courts or managing their own legal affairs.57

Indeed, it is not until the 860s that we find the most forceful statement
from within the Carolingian empire that bishops had to be represented
by advocates at secular courts, and even this statement seems to have
had little effect.58 As a result, already with the first references to named
advocates in the mid-eighth century, it is essential to recognize that the
advocatial role was being shaped by practical demands as much as – if
not more so than – religious ideals.

55 A canon law collection from the time of Charlemagne includes a copy of the decree of the
Council of Carthage concerning the use of advocates in ecclesiastical cases: Collectio
Dacheriana, 541, II.75. See also Davis, Practice, 60–61.

56 See subsequent chapters for more on these points.
57 Davis, Practice, 62. For Carolingian era debates on ecclesiastics and secular courts:

Heydemann, “Nemo militans.” In the capitularies, the rationale for advocates is occasion-
ally framed in religious terms but never as explicitly as in the conciliar decrees. See, for
example, Capit. 1:201, no. 95, chap. 3. On this capitulary chapter: Pitz, Verfassungslehre,
441. See also Capit. 1:196, no. 93, chap. 1.

58 In 868, in several treatises known collectively as Pro ecclesiae libertatum defensione,
Hincmar of Reims argued that a bishop could not be forced to appear personally before
secular courts and insisted, here and elsewhere, on the use of ecclesiastical advocates; see,
for example, Hincmar of Reims, Quaterniones, 1048a. However, neither Roman law nor
canon law offered precedents that unequivocally supported his position: Schmitz,
“Wucher,” 553–54; West, “Significance,” 189–92; Corcoran, “Hincmar”; McKeon,
Hincmar of Laon, 24–27. One source Hincmar used was the canons of the 853 Roman
synod:Hincmar of Reims,De presbiteris criminosis, 105, chap. 11. This synod repeated the
826 Roman synod’s decree that all bishops and priests have advocates (see the previous
section, “Rewriting the Early History of Church Advocates”). Archbishop Hincmar was
an important figure in circulating the canons of the 853 synod within the Frankish world
(where the canons of the 826 Roman synod had previously met with little response; see
Noble, “Place,” 446). All of this suggests that Hincmar was making a novel argument, at
least from the perspective of the Carolingian empire, on the necessity of church advo-
cates – more than a century after advocates first appear in Frankish sources.
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Toward a History of “Wrassling Round”

The eighth-century sources that have been my focus to this point offer
only tantalizing clues about who the first advocates were and what they
did. By the early ninth century, however, it becomes possible to situate
some advocates more convincingly into local networks of influence and
authority.59 The rich archival sources fromBavaria are especially valuable
for this. In the opening decade of the ninth century, Charlemagne’s
representative in Bavaria, Archbishop Arn of Salzburg (785–821), pre-
sided over several dispute settlements, and the records of these disputes
reference numerous advocates.60 This material is vital for understanding
how the people who are labeled advocatus in our sources fit into church
property regimes and into the local competition for lands and rights.

One advocate, in particular, deserves close scrutiny. In June of 802, the
archbishop was hearing cases when a woman and her brother brought suit
against one of Bishop Atto of Freising’s advocates, Kaganhart. The
source preserving this dispute reports, “They said that his bishop unjustly
possessed part of their paternal inheritance . . . But Kaganhart gave this
response: ‘The property you seek was granted to us years ago by
a distinguished man named [gap in manuscript], and for this reason we
possess it in our share by right of our church.’”61 Read in isolation, this
text could be taken as an ideal example of what a Carolingian advocate
was supposed to do. Although BishopAtto of Freising is listed as a witness
to this dispute settlement, his advocate represented him – we even have
a record here of what he supposedly said on his behalf – and zealously

59 Given that references to advocates start to appear in the 790s at the monasteries of
St. Gall and Fulda and the bishopric of Freising, this seems to be the decade when the
term first started to find its way into documents being written for local purposes in East
Francia: UB St. Gall, 1:118–119, no. 126 and 1:132–133, no. 141; Tr. Freising, 1:168,
no. 173; Stengel, ed.,Urkundenbuch, 1:330, no. 229 and 346–50, nos. 241–43. After this
cluster of references from the mid-790s, advocates are largely absent from the Fulda
material during the ninth century, which suggests that this initial impulse toward the use
of advocates (or at least toward recording their names in texts) gained less traction there
than it did at St. Gall and Freising. For the early sources from Fulda, see Raaijmakers,
Making, 198–201; Declercq, “Originals,” 150, 153–54.

60 For Arn, who was a Bavarian noble who became one of Charlemagne’s most loyal
supporters in the region, see Brown, Unjust Seizure, 102–23; Davis, Practice, 64–77;
Schneider, “Kapitularien,” 480–84. The Bavarian evidence survives mostly in the form
of books of short tradition notices (Traditionsbücher); for these sources, see Declercq,
“Originals”; Redlich, “Traditionsbücher.” For early examples of advocates in these
Bavarian sources, see Heuwieser, ed., Traditionen, 46, no. 54 and 65–66, no. 78; and
Widemann, ed., Traditionen, 13–15, nos. 14–15 and 23–27, nos. 19–20. Other types of
local evidence besides tradition notices confirm how commonplace advocates became in
the early ninth century; see, for example, Formulae Salicae, 282, no. 21, and for the
complex background to this collection, Rio, Legal Practice, 101–10.

61 Tr. Freising, 1:174, no. 183: The use of direct speech is much more common in Italian
documents from this period than ones from north of the Alps (see above, n. 46).
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defended the church’s property rights. However, when this document is
read alongside other Freising tradition notices (short records of property
transactions and disputes) from around 800, the advocate Kaganhart
emerges as a figure whose role extended well beyond his performance at
this one judicial assembly.

Although it can be difficult to say with certainty that every Kaganhart
who appears in a Freising source from this period must have been the
same person, the name features so prominently in numerous tradition
notices from a narrow time frame that it is very likely we are dealing with
one Kaganhart, who had very close ties to Bishop Atto.62 Other Freising
tradition notices from the first decade of the ninth century also mention
an advocate Kaganhart, who is surely the same person.63 A Kaganhart
also appears in the witness lists of several other documents from this
period.64 These tradition notices preserve agreements that were made
in numerous different places in and around Freising, which suggests that
this Kaganhart was a regular member of Bishop Atto’s entourage during
these years – and perhaps even traveled around the diocese with him. If
this is also the same Kaganhart who donated property to Freising on
the day he died, according to a text from 820, then he spent at least two
decades embedded in the bishopric’s local networks.65

The connection between the sometimes-advocate Kaganhart and
Bishop Atto of Freising becomes even more intriguing when we examine
another cluster of tradition notices. Before becoming bishop in 783, Atto
had been abbot of the monastery of Schlehdorf; this monastery had very
close ties to the bishopric of Freising, and Atto probably belonged to the
founding family.66 Already in the year 776, the nameKaganhart begins to
appear in documents concerning the earliest donations to Schlehdorf.67

Then, in 794 and 799, just before the densest cluster of references to the
advocate Kaganhart, a Kaganhart twice witnessed grants to the monas-
tery of Schlehdorf.68 When a dispute broke out in the year 802 between
Bishop Atto and a man named Lantfrid concerning a property that had
been granted to Schlehdorf, Kaganhart was present, appearing with the

62 On the people who appear in this Bavarian source material, see Kohl, “Kleinfamilien,”
163–64.

63 Tr. Freising, 1:219–20, no. 240 and 237, no. 267.
64 See, for example, ibid., 1:173, no. 182; 182, no. 192; 201–04, nos. 213–17; and 206–07,

nos. 221–23.
65 Ibid., 1:373, no. 435a. For another advocate who seems to have traveled widely with

a bishop of Freising, see DD LdD, 90–92, no. 66 and Tr. Freising, 1:607–08, no. 730.
66 Brown, Unjust Seizure, 75–83.
67 Tr. Freising, 1: 99–102, nos. 75–77. Thismay not be the sameKaganhart as the advocate

of the early ninth century, but the name suggests a close kin connection.
68 Ibid., 1:166–67, no. 171 and 170–71, no. 177.
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label advocatus in the witness list of both surviving accounts of the
settlement.69 In other words, Kaganhart was not someone brought in
from outside the bishop’s personal networks to serve as advocate on an ad
hoc basis; he was an insider – possibly even a relative of Bishop Atto – and
may have had connections of his own to some of the property disputes in
which he was involved.70

This evidence cautions against relying on institutional arguments that
assume an advocate like Kaganhart was a public officeholder. His role as
advocate was only one of the ways in which he was intimately associated
with local networks around the bishop of Freising. His strong connections
to Atto, rather than any specific set of professional qualifications, were the
reasonwhy the bishop chose him as an advocate for particular disputes. If,
as some of the capitularies insist, it was the ruler’s itinerant representa-
tives – in this case, Arn of Salzburg – who had to appoint the advocate,
then the archbishop as the agent of royal authority clearly allowed Atto to
pick someone whom he trusted from within his own entourage.71 At the
local level, there was apparently some flexibility in interpreting the pre-
scriptive sources emanating from the Carolingian court. It is therefore
unsurprising that there may also have been some flexibility in how local
elites understood the role of the advocate.

A case from 818 involving Bishop Atto’s successor provides additional
evidence along these lines. Bishop Hitto of Freising and a count were
hearing cases when the bishop’s own advocate, Wichart, brought suit
against a man named Waldker, accusing him of entering an estate that
belonged to Freising and beating one of the church’s dependents.
Waldker claimed the estate rightfully belonged to him, which led the
bishop and the count to summon those men who best knew the situation.
These men, after swearing on relics to tell the truth, explained that the
estate had belonged to the bishops of Freising until the time that Waldker
had “unjustly” dispossessed the church of it. The people present therefore
confirmed that Bishop Hitto and Wichart should be in possession of the
estate.72 Thus, a court overseen by the bishop of Freising found in favor of
the bishop in a suit brought by the bishop’s own advocate. To describe
Wichart as Hitto’s legal representative is too simplistic a view of his role
here. He was aggressively pursuing a claim against a local rival in order to

69 Ibid., 1:175, no. 184. The relationship between Lantfrid and Atto is discussed in Brown,
Unjust Seizure, 75–83; Pearson, Conflicting Loyalties, 170–72.

70 Jahn,Ducatus, 435–36; Störmer, Früher Adel, 1:103–104; Brown,Unjust Seizure, 86. See
also Tr. Freising, 1:178–79, nos. 186–87.

71 Capit. 1:115, no. 40, chap. 3. For the close connection between Atto and Arn, see
Fouracre, “Carolingian Justice,” 784–86.

72 Tr. Freising, 1:344–45, no. 401a. See also Kohl, “Besitzübertragungen,” 74–75.
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help the bishop protect Freising’s territorial interests. Regardless of what
the capitularies decreed about advocates’ formal responsibilities and their
“ministry” (ministerium), local actors had their own strategies and ambi-
tions – and their own ideas about how to use advocates in the give-and-
take of local property disputes.73

A final example is worth considering briefly because it concerns one of
the most famous figures of the first half of the ninth century: Einhard,
Charlemagne’s first biographer. His many surviving letters are invaluable
sources for the political culture of the Carolingian empire. One, written
during the late 820s or the 830s and addressed to an unnamed count,
concerns Einhard’s religious foundation at Seligenstadt near Frankfurt.
The letter references “certain dependents . . . whom our current advocate
N. sought before you and whom he hopes to be able to acquire, if he
should have your help. In the samemanner, we entreat your kindness that
you might deign to help him not only in this case but also with other
properties.”74 Einhard’s entreaty offers a rare glimpse at the sorts of
personal persuasion – in this case, bending the count’s ear to gain an
advantage for one’s own advocate – that could shape the proceedings of
suits that might come before local judges and judicial assemblies.75

This letter, alongside the evidence from Freising and the story told by
Adrevald of Fleury about a bribe, highlights the danger of relying on the
standard definition that “[a]dvocates were secular legal representatives
for those who could or should not represent themselves, notably
clerics.”76 Such a description fails to capture the many ways in which
the first people to be labeled advocatus were enmeshed in local power
networks that operated through informal means, not rigid institutional
structures, in order to advance their interests. Indeed, such a wide variety
of sources reveal advocates’ activities as extending beyond the setting of
the formal judicial assembly that wemight ask whether scholars have been
looking in the right place for the origins of church advocacy. In what other
contexts might the term advocatus have been known in circles around the
Carolingian court in the eighth and early ninth centuries?

73 Fouracre, “Carolingian Justice,” 785; Cheyette, “Reflections,” 253–54; Brown, Unjust
Seizure, 100. See also Tr. Freising, 1:483–84, no. 563. For another example of an
aggressive advocate, this one from the other side of the empire, see Becquet, ed., Actes,
20–22, no. 2. For more on this point, see Chapter 2.

74 Einhard, Briefe, 202–03, no. 50. Because some of the words can no longer be read in the
manuscript (ibid., 34), the precise context is unclear, but these dependents were probably
residing – willingly or unwillingly – in one of the count’s monasteries. For this letter, see
Mersiowsky, “Regierungspraxis,” 146. For Einhard as lay abbot: Patzold, Ich, 131–231;
Felten, Äbte, 283–86; De Jong, “Carolingian Monasticism,” 634–35.

75 Innes, State, 124; Brown, “Conflict,” 333–44.
76 West, “Significance,” 187. See also McNair, “Governance,” 201–06.
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An Alternative Origin Story

Historians interested in church advocacyhave tended todrawattention to the
passages in Late Antique Roman law where advocates are described as legal
representatives for ecclesiastics.77 However, advocates appear elsewhere in
Roman law aswell. In theFrankishworld, knowledge ofRoman law survived
through copies of the Theodosian Code as well as the Visigothic Breviary of
Alaric, which included various abridged versions of the Theodosian Code
alongside other Roman legal texts.78 Seventh- and eighth-century copies of
both theCode and the Breviary are extant in severalmanuscripts from across
theFrankish lands, andweknow theywere read.79 It is therefore important to
consider whether other uses of the term advocatus in Roman law might have
influenced advocatial roles under the Carolingians.

Intriguingly, the term advocatus frequently appears in both theTheodosian
Code and the Breviary of Alaric in discussions about the Late Antique
Romanoffice of the advocatusfisci: “advocate of thefisc”or “fiscal advocate.”
Advocates of the fisc specialized in administrative law and oversaw legal
matters relating to the imperial properties and rights in a specific district of
the Roman empire.80 One aspect of their role was unquestionably to plead
cases before Roman judges, specifically cases concerning the emperor’s fiscal
interests.81 Litigation around the collection of taxes, for example, and inves-
tigations concerning the rightful ownership of property, lay in their
purview.82 This meant that they were active at the local level in pursuing
cases,making thema type of advocatewhohad a range of responsibilities that
combined legal, economic and administrative elements. Neither the
Theodosian Code nor the Breviary of Alaric provides a lengthy and detailed
description of the role of the advocatus fisci, but scattered throughout both
texts are numerous references to these local, property-oriented functions.83

77 See the Introduction. There is also a great deal of material in the Theodosian Code about
the roles of advocates in the Roman legal system more generally; see, for example,
Theodosiani Libri XVI, II.10.4.

78 Breviarium Alaricianum. The Breviary was the law code used by the Visigothic popula-
tions in Aquitaine and southern France and was transmitted from there to Francia. Note
that Theodosiani Libri XVI, XVI.2.38, on ecclesiastics needing advocates (see the
Introduction), is not preserved in the Breviary; in fact, very little of Book 16 on ecclesias-
tical matters was included in it: Corcoran, “Hincmar,” 133; Magnou-Nortier, Code
Théodosien, 47–48, n. 100.

79 McKitterick, “Law-Books,” 15; Brundage, Medieval Origins, 56–57; McKitterick,
Carolingians, 44, 46 and Table A; Wood, “Code”; Corcoran, “Hincmar.”

80 Humfress, “Advocates,” 278; Crook, Legal Advocacy, 152, 190; Brunt, “Fiscus,” 76–86;
Hirschfeld, Verwaltungsbeamten, 48–52.

81 See, for example, Theodosiani Libri XVI, X.10.3; X.15.3; and XI.30.41.
82 Harries, Law, 94.
83 See, for example,Theodosiani Libri XVI, X.15 (X.7 in theBreviariumAlaricianum), which
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Various sources hint that Carolingian rulers might have been familiar
with the Late Antique “advocate of the fisc.” In a privilege for Solignac in
Aquitaine issued by King Pippin II shortly after the death of his father,
Pippin I, in 838, the king took themonastery under royal protection: “Just
as the properties of our fisc are defended and secured by our advocates, so
should the properties of the said monastery be defended and secured by
its advocates.”84 There is little evidence to suggest that the practice of
labeling certain people as advocates for the imperial fisc was common in
this period – either in Aquitaine or anywhere else.85 Regardless, this text
complements the earliest references to named advocates, because it
clearly points to a Carolingian understanding of the role of the advocate
that extended beyond judicial assemblies to include a broader set of
responsibilities related to church property. While the paucity of the evi-
dence prevents firm conclusions, it is possible that CharlesMartel and his
son Pippin already saw the position of ecclesiastical advocate as similar to
that of the Late Antique Roman fiscal advocate as it was presented in
Roman legal texts: in other words, as a position tasked with overseeing the
extensive landed interests of important bishoprics and monasteries.

The specific sections of the Theodosian Code and the Breviary of
Alaric in which the term advocatus fisci appears also point to another
significant feature of this Late Antique position: It was prone to misuse.
Thus, the Theodosian Code warns, “The advocate of the fisc must
beware, under the fear of punishment, that he shall not conceal any
advantage of the fisc and that he shall not dare in the name of the fisc to
bring false charges against private citizens when no case exists.”86 This
passage is preserved in copies of the Breviary as well, where in some early
manuscripts it is followed by one of the Breviary’s added interpretations
of the Roman law: “These men (advocati fisci), who should look after the
interests and profits of our fisc, must take measures, lest they appear
neglectful concerning those things, which are owed to us by law, and

84 Levillain, ed., Recueil, 185–98, no. 49: “Et, sicut res fiscorum nostrorum a nostris
defenduntur aut adquiruntur advocatis, ita et res ejusdem mona[sterii ab advocatis
adquira]ntur eorum aut defendantur” (197–98). For the complicated background to
this charter: Koziol, Politics, 101–05. Similar language also appears in Levillain, ed.,
Recueil, 207–14, no. 53; 242–46, no. 59; and 248–68, no. 61 (though for this last charter,
see Koziol, Politics, 35, n. 55). For these documents, see also Depreux, “Ausprägungen,”
350–51 and more generally Wood, Proprietary Church, 256–57.

85 DD LdF, 1–5, no. 1, includes a lengthy list of different groups of people under Louis’s
authority as ruler of Aquitaine (comitibus, vicariis, centenariis, etc.) without anymention of
advocates; for this charter, see Dickau, “Studien,” 25–37. Brunner, “Zeugen- und
Inquisitionsbeweis,” 158–60, argues that some references to royal advocates and comital
advocates are examples of advocates representing the fisc, even if the term advocatus fisci
is not explicitly used.

86 Theodosiani Libri XVI, X.15.1 (English translation: Theodosian Code, trans. Pharr, 281).
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lest they show themselves to be perverters of the law by unjustly demand-
ing something from the local people in the name of the fisc.”87 As the
remainder of this book will show, these Late Antique concerns about
advocates taking advantage of their positions for their own benefit would
be repeated across the millennium of European history from 750 to 1800.

Conclusion

Historians in the early twenty-first century are more skeptical than previous
generations once were about the reach of top-down practices of Carolingian
authority. Many have argued that the sprawling Frankish empire was
“under-governed,” with significant variation at the regional level in how
decrees issued by the center were implemented at the periphery.88

Nevertheless, the idea that, across the empire, the Carolingian advocate
was first and foremost a legal representative at court – because that is what
the capitularies tell us he was – remains dominant in the scholarship. As
I have argued in this chapter, however, if we focus on what individual,
named advocates are described as doing in the sources, rather than what
prescriptive texts claim they were supposed to do, a different picture
emerges. From the beginning, the people labeled advocatus did much
more than simply initiate and respond to lawsuits in secular courts; they
hadmultifaceted links to churches’ territorial interests and property regimes.
As a result, wemust look on the ground, at the level of the village and estate,
to understand why and how advocacy became so closely associated with
corrupt practices of protection and justice.

87 Breviarium Alaricianum, X.7.1. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 22501 is
a manuscript that scholars have dated to the seventh century and localized to southern
France, possibly Lyons; it was probably already in the library at the cathedral in
Würzburg in the ninth century. It includes the sections of the Breviary on De erroribus
advocatorum (II.11) and De advocato fisci (X.7). For this manuscript: Esders, Römische
Rechtstradition, 53–54; Bierbrauer, Vorkarolingischen, 1:13, no. 1; Bischoff, Manuscripts,
4; Gaudemet, “Bréviaire,” 13. Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Cod. Guelf. 97
Weiss., which McKitterick dates to ca. 770 and localizes to northern or northeastern
France (McKitterick, Carolingians, 48) is a much more abbreviated version of the
Breviary than the Munich manuscript, but it also contains shortened entries for De
erroribus advocatorum and De advocato fisci.

88 Goldberg, Struggle, 206–07; Davis, Practice, 338–40. Cf. Costambeys, Innes and
MacLean, Carolingian World, 191–94.
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